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Lesson: April 20, 2020

Objective/Learning Target: Students will read a text and answer 
questions about it. Students will identify root words. 

  



Click here to listen to me read the story.
Then practice reading the story out loud. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ju7RwAmRvtc


________

People live in small and large 
places. Smaller areas are called 
towns. Larger places are called 
cities. These  are grouped in one 
large space. This is called a state. 
Many states make a county. The 
people in one country are all 
different. But they have some 
things in common, too. 

Question 1

What is the main idea?

A. States are made up of cities and towns, 
and countries are made up of states.

B. A state is larger than a town,
C. Towns and cities are different.
D. People in a country are not the same, 
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cities. These  are grouped in one 
large space. This is called a state. 
Many states make a county. The 
people in one country are all 
different. But they have some 
things in common, too. 

Question 2

What is the difference between towns and 
cities?

A. States are made up of cities, not towns.
B. People live farther from each other in a 

town. 
C. Towns are in the country.
D. Towns are smaller than cities. 
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ROOT WORDS VIDEO

Question 3

What is the root word in grouped?

A. Gro
B. Group
C. Uped
D. Rouped 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZOJrjNR7ZZM
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What is the root word in grouped?

A. Gro
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People live in small and large 
places. Smaller areas are called 
towns. Larger places are called 
cities. These  are grouped in one 
large space. This is called a state. 
Many states make a county. The 
people in one country are all 
different. But they have some 
things in common, too. 

Question 4

Which definition of SPACE is used in this text?

Try saying the answers in place of the word 
space: These are grouped in one large______

A. Blank between words
B. Galaxy
C. Area
D. Room . 

Which one makes sense?



________

People live in small and large 
places. Smaller areas are called 
towns. Larger places are called 
cities. These  are grouped in one 
large space. This is called a state. 
Many states make a county. The 
people in one country are all 
different. But they have some 
things in common, too. 

Question 4

Which definition of SPACE is used in this text?

A. Blank between words
B. Galaxy
C. Area
D. Room . 

These are grouped in one large area. 



More activities for learning.
Identify the root word in each of the words.

1. Triangle
2. Cleaners
3. Unbound
4. Lovely
5. Unwind
6. Runner
7. Abandonment
8. Skipping
9. Selfless

10. Watching
11. Calmness
12. Reliable
13. Longest



More activities for learning.
Identify the root word in each of the words.

1. Angle
2. Clean
3. Bound
4. Love
5. Wind
6. Run
7. Abandon
8. Skip
9. Self

10. Watch
11. Calm
12. Rely
13. Long

1. Triangle
2. Cleaners
3. Unbound
4. Lovely
5. Unwind
6. Runner
7. Abandonment
8. Skipping
9. Selfless

10. Watching
11. Calmness
12. Reliable
13. Longest



More activities for learning.
Write 4-5 sentences using words from these lists. 

Read your sentences to someone. 
1. Angle
2. Clean
3. Bound
4. Love
5. Wind
6. Run
7. Abandon
8. Skip
9. Self

10. Watch
11. Calm
12. Rely
13. Long

1. Triangle
2. Cleaners
3. Unbound
4. Lovely
5. Unwind
6. Runner
7. Abandonment
8. Skipping
9. Selfless

10. Watching
11. Calmness
12. Reliable
13. Longest


